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INT. DINGLE’S LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

It’s the year 2045, but this show looks like a sci-fi movie

from the 1970s. The sullen Dingle children, Todd and

Roxanne, and their father are in their living room, watching

a wall-sized TV screen. Mr. Dingle looks perplexed and is

methodically pressing a green "Extend" button on the remote.

Mrs. Dingle enters.

MRS. DINGLE

Push it harder, Fred! You’re not

pressing it hard enough. Are you

pressing it hard?

MR. DINGLE (TO WIFE)

Can’t you see I’m pressing it with

all my might? You’re two feet away.

Saturn’s rings, Maryann, if I press

it any harder I’m gonna tear a

ligament.

MRS. DINGLE

Then tear a ligament. Who cares?

It’s your fault we’re in this

pickle. You had to put a second

mortgage on the house so you could

invest in undersea biodomes. What a

dreamer!

MR. DINGLE

It’s not my fault. No one could

have predicted that the colonists

would be eaten by giant squid

mutated by radioactive waste.

MRS. DINGLE

You have to learn to plan for all

contingencies! Weren’t you once a

junior spacescout?

ROXANNE DINGLE

Give him a break, Mother dear. Why

do you always get so hysterical?

MRS. DINGLE

You ungrateful slut! How on earth

did I give birth to such thankless

children? You’re practically

popping out of your top, Roxanne,

and your makeup makes you look like

a sex worker.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

ROXANNE DINGLE

Just because you’re all dried up

doesn’t mean I can’t have any fun.

TODD DINGLE

I wanna see them get vaporized!

Give me the remote, Dad. I want to

press Cancel.

ROXANNE DINGLE

You stupid ass, Todd. Don’t you get

it? Once they’re gone, we’ll be up

next.

TODD DINGLE

You’re the stupid ass slut,

Roxanne.

MR. DINGLE

Would everyone please calm down? I

believe that if I alter the chip

board, I can generate a false

multi-click pulse. I’m gonna go get

my laser kit.

As soon as Mr. Dingle puts down the remote, the other three

Dingles begin to fight over it.

INT. LUCY MAYER’S LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Two girls, Lucy and Serena, are watching the same show as

the Dingles were, on their wall-size TV screen.

ANGLE ON: the TV screen, where we see the Brown family

sitting around their living room, looking miserable. Their

house is filled with the sound of a siren, and lights flash

on and off. Product logos, mostly for Coma-Cola, are

everywhere in the room - on the walls, on their clothes.

MRS. BROWN (INTO CAMERA)

Astor’s Robot Lubricant. Guaranteed

since 2012!

(bursts into tears)

ANGLE ON: Lucy’s living room interior.

LUCY

This is boring. They’re not even

trying anymore! Do they want to be

canceled?

(CONTINUED)
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SERENA

It’s pathetic! Look at her stupid

face. The Donners were way better.

Remember how Danny Donner used to

masturbate under his sheets?

LUCY

Yes! Danny was so cute. I was sure

they were going to make it. Weren’t

you?

SERENA

Oh, yes, completely. It was such a

waste.

LUCY

Totally.(beat)

I just can’t take this. That noise!

I mean, look at the rater. It’s

almost at zero. Should I? I feel

kinda bad, but not really.

SERENA

Let me do it!

LUCY

Oh, no way. My house, my vote.

The girls laugh and fight for the remote until the camera

shows one girlish finger with silver polish hitting the red

"Cancel" button on the remote.

INT. DINGLE’S LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Mr. Dingle reenters the room oblivious to the tense silence.

MR. DINGLE.

This ought to do the trick. The

technology is pretty simple, I --

MRS. DINGLE.

Oh, Fred, it’s too late! The show

is canceled.

A loud, electronic gong sound comes from the TV wall screen.

COMPUTER (V.O.)

By popular vote, this show is now

canceled. Program reset in five

seconds. Five, four ...

(CONTINUED)
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All around, from neighboring flats, can be heard people

counting down as if it were New Year’s Eve.

ANGLE ON: TV screen. Mr. and Mrs. Brown kiss each other. The

grandmother smiles sweetly at the camera. We hear a zapping

sound and the screen fills with light. When the light is

gone, so is the family. Back to Dingle living room.

ROXANNE DINGLE

Looks like we’re up next.

Nondiagetic credits roll - standard intro to show.

INT. DINGLE LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Suddenly the room is filled with noise as a crew and Johnny

Avatar materialize in the room around the Dingle family. The

crew have brought equipment to quickly wire up the house and

cover the walls with product logos.

ANGLE ON: Moment of static and then POV from crew camera on

Johnny Avatar.

JOHNNY AVATAR

Hey, folks! Johnny Avatar here on

the highest rated show ever,

"Realife Stream!" Didn’t like the

Browns, huh? Did someone say

barbecue? Well, that’s okay because

the Coma-Cola family of products is

proud to bring you the Dingles of

Sector Five in Coma-Cola City!

A crew member is putting a chip gun against each Dingle

family member’s temple. Roxanne Dingle flirts with the chip

guy. Big and burly, Todd Dingle has to be restrained by the

crew to be given the chip.

JOHNNY AVATAR

You must be the lovely Mrs. Dingle.

MRS. DINGLE

You beast! What are you doing to my

living room? Oh, how I hate popular

broadcasting!

JOHNNY AVATAR

It’s all part of the game. And how

you doing, little lady?

(CONTINUED)
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ROXANNE DINGLE

(aiming her breasts at the

camera ) Hi, I’m Roxy, and I

love to party!

JOHNNY AVATAR

Saturn’s rings! You’re cute!

TODD DINGLE (INTERJECTS)

Sector Five Rules!

JOHNNY AVATAR

Mr. Dingle! I understand we have

you to thank for your family’s

appearance on our show. Seems Mr.

Dingle owes Coma-Cola some credits.

Got any hot investing tips for me?

MR. DINGLE

Yes, you should invest in dental

insurance in case someone knocks

out your teeth.

JOHNNY AVATAR

Now, now, Mr. Dingle. You know what

you’re supposed to say.

MR. DINGLE

(sighs) Drink Coma-Cola, and

add sparkle to your life.

JOHNNY AVATAR

Excellent! So there you have it,

folks. The Dingles of Sector Five.

Will they stay on air long enough

to pay back their sponsors or will

they be vape-o-rized? You decide!

INT. DINGLE PARENT’S BEDROOM - NIGHT

The walls of the room are now covered with product logos.

Mrs. Dingle is lying in bed with a hair dryer next to her

head but aimed into the air. Mr. Dingle sits on the bed with

an electric razor held to the chip in his head. Viewers

learn later that this is done to interfere with the chips’

sound pickup capability.

MRS. DINGLE

Oh, Fred, what are we going to do?

I’m too young to be vaporized!

(CONTINUED)
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MR. DINGLE

Don’t worry, honey. I believe we’re

going to make it to the end.

Everything is going to be fine.

MRS. DINGLE

I hope so, Freddie.(beat) How do

you think I looked tonight? I hope

my face didn’t look puffy. God,

those lights! Do you think I would

look good as a blond?

INT. KOJAK FAMILY LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Mr. and Mrs. Kojak are watching the TV, which shows the

Dingle bedroom scene from a moment ago. We see the Dingles,

but all we can hear is a humming sound.

MR. KOJAK

I hate when people do that. It

shouldn’t be allowed.

MRS. KOJAK

How would you like it if everything

we said to each other in the

bedroom was on the TV for all the

world to hear? You want people

should know about your little

problem?

MR. KOJAK

Oy gewalt! Maybe if you didn’t have

a face like a plate of kreplach I

wouldn’t need a pill for my

wing-wang.

INT. DINGLE BEDROOM - NIGHT

The house lights are off because the Dingles are sleeping

now. Suddenly, a siren goes off.

COMPUTER (V.O.)

Warning. Low meter rating. Phase

one cancel sequence in ten seconds.

Ten, nine ...

The Dingles leap out of bed. Mrs. Dingle picks up a

hula-hoop from the floor and begins to swirl it on her hips

while doing "cat’s cradle" with her hands. Mr. Dingle looks

around frantically for something to do to amuse the audience

and then stands on the bed and sings "Begin the Beguine"

while hitting himself on the head with a golf club.


